The Sources lists most of the published material from which the data of the atlas have been derived. Unpublished material is listed when it conforms to the following: (a) it is routinely available from the originating agency, or it is in a repository such as an archives to which the public has access; (b) it is a map manuscript compiled specifically for the atlas in an agency other than the Surveys and Mapping Branch. The term "Personal Communication" refers to persons who have supplied large quantities of unpublished information other than a map manuscript, derived from their personal research, specifically for the atlas, and upon which the atlas map is substantially based; and to a few persons, otherwise uncredited, whose specialist advice crucially affected the concept and contents of an atlas map.

Unlisted material may be classified as follows:

(a) Current maps of the National Topographic System and similar provincial maps, unless they are the major source of data for an atlas map, in which case they are collectively cited.

(b) Miscellaneous early topographical maps in archival collections (about 100 maps).

(c) Miscellaneous current, thematic maps, covering an agency's service area, usually unpublished (about 50 maps). In cases where an atlas map is substantially based on such maps, the supplying agencies are listed.

(d) Short unpublished lists of data or single items of information, provided by public and private agencies, and individually forming a relatively small part of the data used for an atlas map. In cases where an atlas map is very substantially based on such information, the supplying agencies are listed (about 225 receipts of information).

(e) Answered questionnaires (75).

(f) Personal communications from individuals on one or a few items of information derived from their personal research (about 50 instances).

The agency (author) most frequently cited is: CANADA, Dominion Bureau of Statistics. This is abbreviated to: CANADA, DBS. Similarly, Census of Canada/Recensement du Canada, published by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics (now Statistics Canada), is abbreviated to: Census/Recensement. The catalogue numbers given in these citations are referable to the catalogue maintained by Statistics Canada, and in many cases provide reference approximately to the level of a chapter in a book.
75 - 76 THE SEARCH FOR A NORTHWEST PASSAGE, 1576 TO 1944


M'CINTYRE, F.L. 1859. The Voyage of the Fox in the Arctic Sea; a Narrative of the Discovery of the Fate of Sir John Franklin and his Companions. London: John Murray.


ROSS, JOHN. 1819. A Voyage of Discovery under the Admiralty in His Majesty's ships Isabella and Alexander for the purpose of exploring Baffin's Bay. London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown.


77 EXPLORATION OF THE ARCTIC, 1587 TO 1941


M'CINTYRE, F.L. 1859. The Voyage of the Fox in the Arctic Sea: a Narrative of the Discovery of the Fate of Sir John Franklin and his Companions. London: John Murray.


109 - 110 RELIGIONS


AGE, SEX AND MARITAL STATUS, 1961


IMMIGRATION AND VITAL STATISTICS


113 - 114 EDUCATION


UNSCHOoled POPULATION, 1961


NUMERICAL CHANGES IN THE POPULATION SPEAKING THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGES, 1921-1961


MOTHER TONGUES


119 - 120 INDIAN LANDS AND LANG UAGES

121 - 122 INDIAN AND ESKIMO POPULATION


Indian Bands. Ottawa.


Indian Language. Ottawa.


134 OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE


135 - 138 AGRICULTURE; DIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE

CANADA, DBS. Census/Recensement, 1961. 5: 1, 2, 3, cat. 96-530 to 96-540. Ottawa.

137 - 138 TYPES OF FARMING


139 AGRICULTURE - SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS


CANADA, DBS. Production and Value of Maple Products. Cat. 22-204. Ottawa.

140 PRECIPITATION


141 TOTAL VALUE OF FARM SALES

CANADA, DBS. Census/Recensement, 1961. 5: 1, 2, 3, cat. 96-530 to 96-540. Ottawa.

142 POTENTIAL AGRICULTURAL AREAS - NORTHWEST CANADA

Proceedings of the Twenty-first Canadian Conference on Coal.


ONTARIO, Department of Energy, Mines and Northern Affairs.


187 - 190 INDUSTRIAL MINERALS


191 - 192 CONSTRUCTION, 1945-1965


Information supplied by:

Aluminium Company of Canada; Bow River Pipe Lines Ltd.; British Columbia Department of Highways; British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority; British Newfoundland Corporation Ltd.; Calgary Power Ltd.; Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World Exhibition; Canada, Department of Agriculture, Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration; Canada, Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Mineral Resources Branch; Canada, Department of National Defence, Finance Division; Canada, Department of Transport, Airports and Construction Services, Budget and Financial Services Branch, Railway Branch, Highway Branch and St. Lawrence Seaway Authority; Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Financial Statistics Branch and Manufacturing and Primary Industries Branch; Canada, National Energy Board; Canadian Industrial Gas and Oil
191 - 192 (cont’d.)

Company Ltd.; Canadian - Montana Pipe Line Company; Canadian National Telecommunications; Canadian Pacific Telecommunications Department; Canadian - Western Natural Gas Company Ltd.; Churchill River Power Company Ltd.; Cold Lake Transmission Ltd.; Cominco Ltd.; Gas Trunk Line of British Columbia Ltd.; Gas Metropolitan Inc.; Gibson Petroleum Company Ltd.; Greater Winnipeg Gas Company; Gulf Oil Canada Ltd.; Home Oil Company Ltd.; Husky Oil Ltd.; Hydro-Québec; Inland Natural Gas Company Ltd.; Inter-City Gas Ltd.; Manicouagan Power Company; Manitoba, Department of Agriculture and Conservation, Water Control and Conservaion Branch; Manitoba Hydro; Mitsue Pipeline Ltd.; Montreal Metropolitan Corporation; Montreal Transportation Commission; Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto; North Canadian Oils Ltd.; Northwest Utilities Ltd.; Nova Scotia, Department of Highways; Nova Scotia Light and Power Company Ltd.; Ontario Northland Communication; Pacific Great Eastern Railway; Pacific Petroleum Ltd.; Saskatchewan Power Corporation; Sun-Canadian Pipe Line Company Ltd.; The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario; The National Bank of Canada; The Northwestern Power Commission of Ontario; The Parry Sound Power Commission; The Thunder Bay and East Thereof Electric and Power Company; Union Gas Company of Canada Ltd.; Winnipeg Pipe Line Company Ltd.

193 - 194 LABOUR FORCE IN MANUFACTURING


195 - 196 MANUFACTURING CENTRES


197 - 202 MANUFACTURING, 1961


197 - 202 MANUFACTURING, 1961
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Sources common to both RAILWAYS AND CANALS MAPS, Pages. 203-206


Construction of Railways in Canada from 1885 to 1931.


203 - 204 (cont’d.)


Topographical and Historical Atlas of the County of Wellington. 1877. Toronto: Walker and Miles. Maps supplied by: Commandant Properties, Montebello; Quebec Cartier Mining Company; Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railway.

205 - 206 RAILWAYS AND CANALS 1971 - WESTERN CANADA


Maps supplied by: British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority; Pacific Great Eastern Railway.

207 RAILWAYS


Topographical and Historical Atlas of the County of Wellington. 1877. Toronto: Walker and Miles.

208 RAILWAYS - SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS


209 - 210 PORTS AND HARBOURS, 1968


209 - 210 PORTS AND HARBOURS, 1968


209 - 210 PORTS AND HARBOURS, 1968


